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which scenarios were most significant 8nd do-ved f6 

additional evaluation (i.e., had potential risk).

** There were four types that could not bea etiiri*d 9r-A

required further study: long term sequencrs, gh6 I t 

sequences, heavy loads, an sei ,c..  
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Conductedbroad OVERVIEWn ny to e, fe 
*Conducted broad preliminary risk analytiS to de••te ci•,ii•



** As planned, we are subjecting our draft risk

assessment to review by a National Laboratory 

Our preliminary analysis has been subject to pub~lc 

meetings and workshops -------.
Il,

* NEI requested early involvement, which resulted in the 

release of the staffs draft report on the riHk fr6m speht 

fuel pools at decommissioning plants. 4 ••i* 
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. HAT DID WE GET FROM NEI'S REVIEW? 

L.A 

.(1) G recommendations. The reco rntidati ns fouid id 

Section 5-2 of the NEI report change our perceptil of the 

risk from spent fuel pools at decommissioning plants. The., 

following are example recommendations from Section 5.2 o

the NEI report: 

(a) maintain recently discharged fuel in tower desi ty 

storage racks separated from the rest of the fuel rack§,
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(b) allocate resources to both procedure nd t8111, 81int to 

ensure offsite resources and all onsite resoureet ca •b .  

brought tt bear on•a problem 

(c) assure communication tools would be av'b In 

severe weather and seismic events, 

(d) install readouts and alarm (from 2 chahneIl) Ih 

control room including spent fuel pool( , lvI,6 

temperature, pool cooling flow, and area rbdiitibhhd



(e) implement administrative controls over areas such al 

cask movement over the SFP and gate removal.  

(2) Our seismic analysis results only differ f am Nýt's 

aIUff. well within the range of 

uncertainties. At our request, NEI developed a check UiSt O.  

help determine if an SFP has 8 potential vulnerabilify to 

beyond design bases seismic events at the site. W0 6re 

reviewing NEl's proposed check list in conjcorl With 

review by an independent expert.



(3) NEI provided comments on alternative approka !§e t6 

technical analyses for SFPs at decommissioning •Plants.  

Some comments were helpful, some require bdditional 

documentation or bases, and some comn pt§ cC, ituetv9 

be at odds with staff thinking. ' 

(a) additional development of HRA methods t6 deal With 

long term events should result in the probabilities of 

human error going down on many sequences. Such an 

effort involving HRA experts is in process. Preliminary
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(b) NEI pointed out that the staff may have 

inappropriately included some actual toss of iiiv6htorj 

events in its estimation of the frequency of Io09 6f 
M1 

inventory at decommissioning plants. If confirmned, the 

error would reduce the loss of inventory frequoncy by 

about a factor of 2. However, the staff h~s uncoVrre6

.5

expert comments are trending to lower risk estiraftes fof 

long term sequences.



additional events, some of which may need td bM added i 

to the count.  

(c) The frequency with which a cask drop m Cght te 

spent fuel pool rupture is probably lower than estimated 

in the draft report, based on improved staostisal 

analyses.  

(d) Table 5-1 of the NEI report provided revised 

frequency estimates for various accident iitiators And



compared them to the staff's estimates. While the staff§ 

draft report provided event trees, fault trees, basic eVent 

probabilities, and detailed assumptions, hb btSet 'ro 

provided for the NEI estimates.  

(e) On page 25 of the NEI report, it appears they' 

assumed decommissioning plants still have their 

originally installed spent fuel pool cooling system 

including all support systems such as serVice wAter 

system, component cooling water system, and residual



heat removal system. The staffs visit to four 
decommissioning plants found these systems were 

, removed and replaced by low capacity, skid-iodnted if 

heat removal systems.  

(f) Many of the data or probability differences tNt pofnt• 

out were trivial (factor of 2 to 4 difference in fr9~oes 

or probability) given the normal range of variation Ih 1hi 

type of data. Examples include frequency of 1o8s of

it



offsite power, ac power nonrecove freq U ndy 6h d

frequency of fire initiation.
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